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CARL ENTENMANN
Diamond Setter and
Engraver . Any Description of Gold &
Silver Jewelry Made
to Order & Repaired
Melds, School Fins
and Society Badges

MANUFACTURING

Jeweler and Watchmaker

Dealerin Watches
and Clocks . Also
Diamonds and Precious Stones of all
kinds ..Fine Watch
Work a Specialty.

217 1-2 SOUTH SPRING ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Up Stairs

Phones: Sunset, Main 4300; Home 1535

JONES'
BOOK
STORE

T. B. Moorhead
DENTIST

Rooms 10, 12, 14, over Whittier National
Bank

226 West First Street
Los Angeles, Cal,

School Books Bought
Sold and Exchanged..
See our $1.00 Gold
Fountain Pen
Teachers' Bibles at
Low Prices

Dr. A. H. Jessup

Miss

A. V. Weatherwax
MILLINER
1103/i South Greenleaf Avenue
Whittier, California

Dr. G. H. Flanders

DENTISTS
Home Phone 13

117 East Philadelphia Street

First-Class

Fred - Graves Fresh Fruit and Vegetables
Phone Home 16

107 West Philadelphia Street
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STABLES

128 North Greenleaf Avenue

C. A. LANDRETH
Phones: Home 131
Sunset 504

PROPRIETOR

MY BEST ADVERTISEMENTS
are not printed, they are worn. That's
why I make clothes for the Best Dressers
in Whittier.
I guarantee Perfect Satisfaction.

SUTPHEN

The Whittier Tailor

Studio Established 1900

Graduates See RAMSAY
For Special Portrait Inducements

STUDIO, 109 South Greenleaf Ave.

Kodak Supplies, Kodak Finishing

Saunders Bros.
The trout season is here. We have a full line of fishing tackle. Sole Agents for Appeal and Yale
Bicycles. For Your Automobile, Bicycle, Machine
and General Repair Work. Expert Brazing a specialty. Everything in Sundries.

115 SOUTH GRENLEAF AVENUE

We Would Ask All The School Shavers To

Bear in
Mind
We are Strictly Up-to-Date
on Cutlery, Tennis, Basketball and Sporting Goods
Hardware and Plumbing

WHITTIER HARDWARE COMPANY
Home 'Phone 79

114 South Greenleaf Avenue

As makers of Fine Stationery

Pacific Engraving

Calling Cards, Wedding In-

Company

vitations, Announcements,
247 South Broadway
Etc., we solicit the patronage
of Particular People :

T. . FLY, General Manager

Los Angeles, Cal.
Sample on Request.

L. SCOFIEL4D, Agent

San Pedro Lumber Co.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Lime, Cement and
Building Material. Sash and Doors

Yards Foot of Philadelphia Street

Both Phones 111

E. H. WHITE
The First-Class Furniture
House of Whittier e ,e
PICTURE FRAMES TO ORDER

UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING
Phone Home 831

125 South Greenleaf Avenue

Go
5KUS.
PHONE 3i

111 South Greenleaf Ave.

Mrs. C. St. Johns
FASHIONABLE
MILLINERY
122-124 ]last Philadelphia Street

Springtime Picnics
And Lunch. We
Can Furnish the
Lunch
CALL AND SEE US

Wm.
Volkmor
Scientific
Horseshoer
Shoeing of Road Horses a Specialty
General Biackemithing and All Kinds of
Wood and Iron Work. Electric Horse Clipping.
201 S. Greenleaf Ave.
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Dry Goods, Shoes and Furnishings
Do You Like

GOOD COFFEE?
Of course you do. Well just try some
of that celebrated Old Fashioned
Mocha and Java coffee. Its price is 40
cents a pound can. The Right Place.
New Berry Block

Dr. Guy E. Bailey
DENTIST

Hockett Block
Hours: 9 a. m. to 5 P. M.

CARPENTER'S
Come quickly, come fast,
Come first, come last,
Come for pens, come for paper,
Come for ink and a scraper,
Come alone or come with meditation.
L. Smith's Drug Store.
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Los Angeles
(A Historical Sketch.)
HE pueblo of La Reina de los
Angeles was founded by the instructions of Governor Neve at
San Gabriel, August 26, 1781.
Among the various instructions which
the governor gave concerning the
foundation of this pueblo he said that
after a spot was selected for a dam
and ditch, which would irrigate the
largest possible area of land, "a site
for the pueblo was to be selected on
high ground, in sight of the sowing
lands, near the river or the main
ditch, with sufficient exposure to the
north and south winds. Here a plaza
of two hundred by three hundred feet
was to be laid out with its corners
facing the cardinal points, and with
three streets running perpendicularly
from each of its four sides; thus no
street would be swept by the wind,
always supposing that the winds
would confine their action to the cardinal points." There are also many
clauses concerning the distribution
of land, but there is not room for
them here. Beginning with those
nearest the pueblo the settlers were to
draw lots for the suertes, or planting
lots, and each suerte should be two
hundred varas long and wide.
The actual founding occurred September 4, 1781, when twelve settlers
with families, together forty-six persons, began the settlement of that
which was to become the city of the
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South. The blood of these early settlers was a mixture of Indian and
Negro, with here and there a trace of
Spanish. This blood, however, must
have had qualities of hardihood and
persistency, for in no other peublo
was there such rapid increase as in
that of Los Angeles. By 1786 the
number of families was twenty-eight
and the population had increased to
139. From 1791 to 1800 the number of
families had increased to seventy,
and the white population to three
hunderd and fifteen, aided greatly by
the gathering of invalids from different presidios. During this time
horses, cattle and crops increased
rapidly also. But in the decade from
1801 to 1810 there was a marked
lull in the increase of population, so
that in 1810 it was only 365,
but sixty-five more than in 1801.
In 1820 the white popultaion was
only six hundred and fifty. By 1830
the population of the town, together
with that of the rancho and missions,
was 1,160, of which 770 were in the
pueblo; and in 1840 the total population had increased to 1,800, of which
1,100 were in the city and suburbs
and 700 at the missions and ranchos.
The earliest land grants in connection with Los Angeles began as
early as 1795, when there weje five
ranchos in private possession. Of
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these the largest and best was that
of Manuel Nieto, and it has since
been known as Los Nietos, now
Downey. This rancho was really
large enough for a pueblo, and was
eventually granted in several tracts
to Nieto's heirs by Figueroa in 1834.
The early life of the Angelenos was
much the same in some respects as
that of other settlers. They were
made glad by success, discouraged by
failure and harassed by petty questions. As stated before they were
very successful at first in stock and
agricultural products, but from 1801
to 1810 their cattle and horses decreased, and the locusts made a raid
upon their corn and beans. This
led the people to become interested
in hemp culture, and in this they
later accomplished much. Another
discouragement came to them when
in April, about 1822, a great flood
came which turned the Los Angeles
river into its present channel, eastward of its original course,and which
did a great deal of damage to their
gaidens and farms, drowning large
numbers of cattle. Also in early
times, between 1801 and 1810, there
were two controversies of slight
importance between the pueblo settlers and the friars. An accusation
charged the friars with having cut
off the town's supply of water by
damming the river at Cahuenga,
but the holy fathers replied that if
it could be proven that the settlers
were really damaged they would
remove the dam. They were also
accused of refusing to attend to the
spiritual needs of the sick in the
pueblo, but again they replied that
they had only refused when one was
away and the other was busy with
sick neophytes. In fact it was impossible for two friars to care proper-

ly for the pueblo and the distant
ranchos also; so in 1811 authority was
obtained for the erection of a new
pueblo chapel by the citizens, with
the hope that a chaplain might also
be obtained. There were many difficulties to be surmounted in building
this little chapel, but in 1822 or 1823
it was at last finished. It had been a
hard matter to raise the necessary
money. "The missions had contributed brandy, which the citizens, besides furnishing lumber, had promptly turned into money; some of them
drinking immense quantities in their
zeal for the spiritual welfare of the
town."
The early municipal rule of Los
Angeles was not altogether tame and
quiet. Vincente Felix was the first
to have the management of the
pueblo. "What were supposed to be
republican ideas did not make of Los
Angeles abetter governed and more
orderly community than before, but
had rather the opposite tendency.
Besides the ordinary difficulties of enforcing police regulations and restraining the unruly elements of town
population, there were frequent
troubles at elections, dissensions between officials, conflicts between
civil and military authorities, complaints and petitions of citizens, appeals to governor, diputacion and
commandant, arrests and suspensions
from office, all tending to a never-ending confusion." There seemed to
be no mutual admiration between the
people and their local rulers, and
there was trouble continually. In the
decade between 1801 and 1810 Comisionado Alvarado reported that there
was much gambling and drunkenness
in the pueblo, and the people in general seemed to be getting more degraded. In 1822 began the first talk
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of having an ayuntaxniento4 or town
council, :onsisting of an alcalde, one
or two regidores, a sindico, or counsellor, and a secretary. In 1823 this
body was probably organized.
Jaun Bandini suggested in 1827
that the pueblo become a city, and
also the capital of Alta California,
under the name of Villa Victoria de los
Angeles. But tho' this proposition
was submitted to the national government, nothing came of it for some
time. Later the controversy over the
capital between the north and the
south became more sever; and in
1835 Los Angeles felt that she had
won a victory. On May 23d Congress
decreed that "the pueblo of Los Angeles in Alta California is erected into a city, and it will be in future the
capital of that territory" The joy of
Los Angeles and the chagrin of Monterey was of course unbounded. Don
Jose Antonio was so delighted because of the honor placed upon his
town that he had the decree imprinted on white satin,bordered with blue.
This is at present in Mr. Bancroft's
possession. At about this time Los
Angeles gained distinction by forming
the first vigilance committee and by
making a great effort to punish
crime.
The decade of Los Angeles' history
between 1831 and 1841 is full of interesting happenings, the first named
date having ushered in trouble.
Echeandia declared Sanchez to be incompetent to hold the place of alcalde,
and he put in his place the first regidor, Alvarado, until a new alcalde
could be chosen. Later Governor
Victoria reprimanded Alvarado and
ordered him to restore Sanchez to
his former office. There seems to
have been continual trouble between
Californians in general and Governor
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Victoria, until these troubles finally
culminated in a battle, in which Los
Angeles people took a prominent
part, and which was fought near Los
Angeles. Victoria was wounded,
and the revolutionists went unconquered. The next year the diputacion met at Los Angeles and there
drew up their charges against Victoria, presented a defense for their action the year previous, and chose a
gefe politico or political chief. But
here they had trouble again. They
elected Pio Pico, but the gele provisional being absent, later called the
election illegal, and Pico did not
wish to claim the position in opposition to the General. March 7, 1835,
there was an attempted revolt at Los
Angeles among some Sonorans who
imagined that they wanted to get
Figueroa from his place, and who
thought that this enterprise would be
in favor with many. The revolters
gathered at Los Nietos and entered
Los Angeles, but their revolt was
easily subdued. During the whole
of this decade the controversy between
Monterey and Los Angeles was very
bitter. Municipal affairs were managed by an ayuntaniiento elected
each December. In February 1839
the governor divided upper California.
into two districts, and appointed
Cosine Pena prefect of Los Angeles.
In the next decade most of the interest is centered about the controversy between the north and the south,
and the conflict between Californians
and the United States invaders. In
March, 1846, an assembly met at Los
Angeles, at which the governor's
message was read, and various committees were appointed. At this time
the ayuntamiento of Los Angeles requested more money for schools, as
education in the town had been neg-
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lected, and also they asked for a police force. In a message from Castro, the military chief, to Pio Pico, the
governor, read at this assembly, the
general urged Pico to help him attend
to matters at Monterey if he did not
wish to be left governor of Los Angeles alone. With the assembly and
governor stationed at Los Angeles,
and the military chief at Monterey,
there was not the most perfect harmony in Californian government. The
year before this assembly met at Los
Angeles the people revolted against
Pico and attempted to recognize no
authority but Castro. However, at
this time Los Angeles citizens had
something to think of besides her
troubles with the north. In March
1846, Stockton entered Los Angeles,
the capital of California, after Pico
and Castro had both fled. The Angelenos made no sign of opposition or
dissatisfaction at the first coming of
the invaders. Some hurried to their
ranchos, while others looked on from
a hill to see what would be done to
their city. Los Angeles had always
had a set of lawless, uncontrollable
people, and these naturally gave
trouble to the new rulers. Gillespie,
who was left in charge at the capital,
was not tactful, and he suspected
many of rebelling when really they
were not guilty. People found that

they were branded as rebels when
really they had intended to be peaceful. This at last caused a general revolt, and the ignorant populace were
easily led to believe that they could
win back their country. A sort of a
battle was fought September 26 and
27, at the Chino rancho of Isaac Williams, about twenty-five miles east
of Los Angeles. At this battle the
Californians were the beseigers, and
the conquerors, and they took their
prisoners to Los Angeles.
At length, however, the United
States troops again overcame the
garrison at Los Angeles, and four
months later the invaders were once
more in power, with the Angelenos
submissive. Los Angeles can boas
of making the last and only resistance
to California invasion. Early in 1847
occurred the dispute between Stockton, Fremont and Kearney, which
ended in the triumphant removal of
the California capital to Monterey.
After all her struggles Los Angeles
was unable to keep it.
In 1850 the city was incorporated,
and in 1851 the population was
2,500. The prominence of Los Angeles and the neighboring country was
assured from the first by the fertile
lands, and it has easily maintained
the position, chief of Southern cities.
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GIRLS' GYMNASIUM CLASSES

A Friend and Companion
By EDINA NEWBY, '09.
It was lazy summer weather, a bit
meloncholy like the dog days of the
east, when the songs of birds sound
sleepy, and the wood-pecker's audible
energy seems overdone. Suddenly
without destroying the melody of the
sleepy chorus, a new voice joined it,
and a little girl went singing away
under the trees, dangling her slender
brown legs against the hot shaggy
sides of her donkey.
"Oh, my beautiful one," she sang
in a high thoughtful treble, then
went on warbling imaginary words,—
beautiful words because they were
really not being sung by a little girl
with slanting grey-green eyes, and a
slender brown face, but by a beautiful Lady, with a capital L, who was
riding "in the stately park that fronts
the manor of my noble Lord, Sir
Reginald Blackenhurst." She consulted the book she had been carrying
under her arm, to be sure of these
words, then, with a flutter of delight,
went on with her song.
The book she carried was paper
bound, and when her donkey had
settled down into a ieminiscent jog,
she opened it where a page was
turned down and read. Finally she
gave a sigh of delighted ecstasy and
closed the book, for the chapter
had come to an end. The beautiful
lady had completed an act of renunciation of the one she loved, that
he might marry "another." Blanche,
unromantically called Blanchie by
her thoughtless mother, was filled
with compassion and admiration.
She felt as though she were some one

else, some one who floated through a
world of beauty and goodness,—a
world where there were no dirty
babies and no potatoes to fry, a beautiful world, where every one was
good, 0, so wonderfully good!—except the villian whose badness filled
her with sorrow; but a beautiful
world for all that, with marvelous
women in it, and she was one of them
—almost one of them at least—seldom entirely so, for in the midst of
the greatest magnificence, she could
not forget that she really was ugly,
and so, of course, out of place.
She made earnest efforts to fit herself for the position she must occupy,
however, and on this day had gathered wild flowers and pinned them in
a disappointingly straight-up-anddown fashion, where, if she were
really a lady, a belt would do. Her
hat, decorated to conceal the want of
crown, sat on her tight braids
jauntily, and if there had been a
breeze would have blown away, tor
she had scornfully dispensed with the
rubber.
"Oh, my lovely one, my lovely
one!" she sang, and looked pensively out ovel the lake, where the sun
nodded and told her he was going
to set directly. She sighed, seemed
half minded to follow his example, but shifted her position on
the donkey's back instead, and
watched the colors change in the
sky and in the water of the lake—just
such colors as they had all worn at
the last wonderful party.
But the sun's warning became im.
5
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perious Turning her donkey's head
homeward, she belabored him soundly to induce him to follow it.
"Oh, you lazy little mule!" she
cried disgustedly, half apostrophizing
herself at the same time. "Don't
you know Clarisie hasn't had het
supper? None of the babies have had
their suppers. Won't you hurry?"
The house and family that received
her earnest but divided attention were
situated above a small village on the
side of a hill. The small house,
which was not neat, and the large
family, which also was not neat,
were on this particular evening just
as Blanche had expected to find them,
the mother, in the midst of tow-headed babies, swaying heavily in a
creaking, tidy-backed rocking chair,
and bent absorbingly over a paper
backed volume. Her far away voice
reached Blanche as she entered.
"It's nearly supper time, isn't it
Blanchie?" she said, "You'll have
to hurry, mother will help as soon as
she's finished her book." But with
the last word she forgot she had spoken the first, and until she was summoned to supper, sat unmindful of
her surroundings, though pans clattered to the floor and were used by
the whole band as symbols.
Supper over and the babies at last
tucked safely in bed, Blanche pushed
her beloved book into the cracked
lamp chimney's dim circle of light,
between her father's engineeringbook and her mother's "paperback," and was soon deeply engrossed
in the rising but still doubtful fortunes of a new heroine of her world.
Suddenly, however, the splendid
ball at "My Lady Blackechurst's"
was broken up. The lights that
gleamed brilliantly in My Lady's
"Salon"—Oh, mysterious word,—

were extinguished. The perfume of
"myriads of orchids and rare flowers" vanished. The heroine was
left on the point of—what? Sighing
heavily Blanchie's mother had leaned
forward upon the creaking table and
laid her hand on the book. She had
finished her own.
"Come, Blanchie, go to bed," she
said.
The little girl looked up bewildered. "I can't," she cried. "I
just can't! Don't you take that book,
don't you! If you do it will kill
me."
"Go to bed, Blanchie. That's
mother's girl," was the answer in a
comfortable voice, and the mother
sank down in her ever-con'plaining
chair, and opened the book at the
first page.
The husband peered abstractedly
over his glasses, and repeated the
wife's command, leaving the little
girl no alternative but to comply.
She pushed her chair back, with a
heart broken glance at the book.
"It'll kill me, I know it'll kill
me," she announced in a low, tense
voice, and marched, stiff and
straight, into her bedroom.
"If I could only be a Friend and
Companion like her," she sighed, referring to the new heroine who had
appeared in the book, and after secret
and hopeless repining and disinterestedly noble deeds, had won "my
Lord's" affection. "If I could only
be a Friend and Companion like
her. "I'll never be a Lady because
I'm ugly. But she wasn't beautiful
at first, only in that she had a heart of
pure gold. "But stay—did we say she
was not beautiful?" thus the book;
"look at her once again. Happiness
has transformed a common face."
"Oh. why can't I be a Friend and
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Companion," she wailed, tears beginning to flow. I can't be beautiful
though, nor have any happiness here,
with babies and babies, and nothing
clean—ever. She wasn't happy either till she left her cruel father." She
longed to go back into the kitchen
and renounce her own cruel parents
as the heroine had done on that occasion.
"Sir, you are cruel, cruel to me,"
she had said. "If you had ever surrounded me with happiness,—but
no, I am ugly. Sir, I cannot but
feel justified in leaving you. I go
out into the great world. Fate will
be, can be, no more cruel to me than
you have been."
She gloried in the words, "I've
just got to be Friend and a Companion, and be noble and true, and—
beautiful," she announced, and
climbed with an exquisite feeling of
relief into the bed she shared with
the baby. Then she lay and dreamed
beautiful dreams, with herself as the
Friend and Companion, loved by all
for her heart of pure gold, her face
transformed by happiness. She
thought of the noble things she might
do, and reached over unconciously
to tuck the covers in under the baby.
All night vague dreams of splendor
floated through her brain, and were
there in the form of a determination
when she awoke.
"I'm going to be a Friend and
Companion," she confided to the
flock, as she dressed them.
All morning her actions were queer.
Her grave face was even more pinched
and solemn than usual, and a peek
into the piece of looking glass under
her hatband would have been disconcerting. She went about quite mysteriously, making strange little
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bundles, and feeling like a thief as
she tied them up, but fortified her
courage with the heroine's speech to
her cruel father.
Finally she was ready, and standing in the doorway she looked in reproachfully at her mother.
"Sir, I feel justified to leave you,"
she cried in a choked voice. "If you
had ever surrounded me with happiness—If you would try to help keep
the kitchen clean, I'll stay. But
you won't," with a sudden access of
energy. "No one can have happiness
and be a Friend and Companion
here." She shut her lips firmly together, blinked her stubby lashes,
embraced the youngest fervently and
"Blanchie'll come
turned away.
after you some time," she called back
softly.
That evening the sun looked round
a hill and warned her in vain that
he was going to set. She switched
her donkey smartly, instead of turning back, and made straight for a red
brick house with geraniums growing
against it. The yard in front was so
spotlessly smooth and clean, cleaner
than she had ever made the kitchen
floor look at h,me, that she slid oil
the donkey's back at the white stone
border, and wondered how she could
get to the house. For she felt that
here they would surely want a Friend
and Companion.
By the time the sun had fulfilled
his promise her difficulty was solved,
and she sat with delight and awe in
a marvelous kitchen.
"If—if you don't want a Friend and
Companion," she finally suggested
to a woman who was making pies,
and looked as if she had just come
home from church, "I guess I"d
better be going."
But nine o'clock found her lying
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enraptured in a white bed, with a
Still what was a tow-headed baby
room all her own.
doing in the beautiful room? And
"Oh, the joy of it," she breathed, here was my Lady Bolsby.
wiggling her toes to feel the smooth
"How do you do, my Lady Bolsby?"
sheet. "It will be this way every she said with the grandest bow and
night of my life." It was to her a smile, which, somehow, felt awkparadise where the most beautiful ward. But instead of answering,
Ladies might live forever. At the "My Lady Bolsby" faded miserably
thought they came noislessly in. She into a tow-headed baby with a chubby
joined them and they floated together face and wide awake, staring, blue
about the beautiful room. Marvel- eyes.
ous Ladies and Queens with her, a
Then Blanchie, in desperation,
Friend and Companion, in whom hap- tuined over in bed and shut her eyes
piness had made the required trans- tightly, but thousands of tow-headed
formation. She was beautiful.
babies floated before her—more than
Enraptured with them and with ever were born. It was no use.
her new self she lay listening with
"I don't know what Clarisie'll do
scarcely a breath, to hear the faint without me," she sobbed, staring
rustle of skirts as vague shimmering painfully into the darkness. "Theie's
allusions floated bowing before her. no one to mind her. She'll always
She had almost caught a faint echo be dirty. She'll never learn her letof sound, when in the nest room ters. They'll all grow up to be like
baby began to cry.
I am." Nothing but sorrows were
The sound continued and the little now in the beautiful room. "Why
girl stirred with impatience, but was I ever so ugly?" she sobbed.
when she heard a gentle voice lulling "Happiness nor nothing else can make
the baby to sleep, she instinctively my face changed. I'm not even
lifted the covers from her own side good. Whatever made me tell my
of the bed and reached over to tuck name was Lynette?" The word that
them in on the other. Her hand was had had so much beauty before glided
drawn back with a start. No one through the gray window in hideous
was there, no fat, warm baby to aspects and every separate letter in
snuggle up to her confidingly. It glaring colors pointed at her and
came over her with a rush that at grinned. "And now I've gone and left
home a cold unhappy baby was Clarisie and all the rest of the babies."
groping for her in a gaunt bed.
Her sobbing became uncontrollable
Her hands moved restlessly as and she was in the midst of grief,
though even they knew of the loss.
when a light all at once shown about
But suddenly she recalled that this her.
would never do. Had she not come
"There, deane," a kind voice said,
to be a Fiiend and Companion? She "Go to sleep, now. We'll go home
lay still again and tried to summon in the morning."
the Ladies and Queens back into
"I don't want to go home, " the little
the beautiful room. There was my girl answered angrily, recalling the
"Lady Blackenhurst" with her rose noise of dirty babies, and her self-inpink gown. There was—but no— dulgent mother.
it was a tow-headed baby—and cold.
She shut her eyes tightly and when
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she opened them the light was gone,
so she lay still and faced her sorrows
again. Occasionally, in a drowsy
moment the beautiful Ladies, struggled to make their appearance, but
they were thrust aside by myriads of
tow-headed babies.
Finally in the midst of her thoughts
a clock struck. But it seemed like a
dream clock, and it was not a tired
little girl who heard it, or a Friend
and Companion, but a trim looking
lady with a music roll under her arm,
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smiling, and strangely enough, making pies.
Next it was a real little girl, hearing a real clock. A rooster was crowing. Corners and edges of things
stood out fiom the darkness. With a
yawn she sat up in bed.
"Somebody's got to mind them
babies" she thought, and felt as if
she had thought it the same way
before. So she slid over the edge
of the white bed, dressed herself,
slipped over the window sill, and ran
softly away after the donkey.

The Ideal Grocery
C. A. REES

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Home 'Phone 281, 103 North Greenleaf Avenue

The Triumph of Democracy
By ESEK PERRY
The American Republic was the by their representatives to make and
crystallization of a desire for freedom, execute their laws, would arouse a
the practical expression of a longing, patriotism and loyalty unknown
old as the human race. The scoff- among peoples oppressed with herediing spirit of Monarchy gave it a doz- tary rule. The truth of the theory
en years in which to perish. But the has been demonstrated. No governreal test of a democracy is not decades ment has enjoyed a greater degree of
but centuries. Not the first of the stability, a more enthusiastic support
nineteenth century but the opening of its citizens, a more rapid recogniyears of the twentieth witness the tion abroad.
supreme test, the crucial moment in
But this very principle, the basis
American history.
of American achievements has made
The principle of liberty was made possible the development of forces
the basis of our systems, social, edu- which have overthrown the democcational, religious; but it is especially racy of our institutions, and are fast
from the ielation of this principle to transforming them into autocracies.
the industrial and the political insti- The lack of restriction, while givtutions and their interaction upon ing the impulse to production, has
each other that the national progress permitted the growth of industrial
has come and the national crisis organizations so powerful that they
arisen.
have crushed the freedom which
It was believed that if each person made them possible. The growth of
was left free to enter the field of in- the great corporations is the record
dustry he most desired, to till it as he of the transformation of a democracy
pleased, and to garner the fruits of into an autocracy. The change first
his efforts, that material progress took place in the organizations themwould be assured and prosperity cer- selves.
tain. The theory has proved true.
The great insurance companies
Industrial development has leaped were at first democratic, every policy
forward with gigantic bounds. From holder exercising a measure of power
the granaries of the West, the cotton in the direction of affairs, and receivfields of the South, the factories of ing a share of the annual dividends.
the East, go trooping to conquest the Gradually the control was centralized,
cohorts of our industrial army. The the laws were juggled so that diviyoungest of the nations has become dends might be deferred, and a great
the industrial teacher of the World. surplus was accumulated in the treasThis basis of freedom was consid- uries. With boards of merely nomered broad enough for the political inal directors, acquiescent because
structure as well. It was believed ignorant, the inner ring secured conthat a government in which the peo- trol of these vast sums, and the maple were free to elect their rulers, and chinery of once benevolent oragniza10
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tions was completely adjusted to the
private interests of a group of conscienceless speculators.
The autocratic methods within the
corporations were further extended in
their relations to similar organizations. Competition in any form, by
any means, was driven to the wall.
Whatever the demand, it could be
supplied only from a monopolistic
source, on terms dictated by itself.
The Standard Oil company, the Beef
Trust, the coal combine have thus
monopolized national industries,
crushed out every vestige of liberty
to produce, and in some cases made
it almost impossible to consume.
They rule America with the absolutism of a military dictator.
But the autocratic system of the
great corporations is not confined to
the industrial field. To build and to
perpetuate their power they found it
necessary to secure special privileges
which their competitors did not have.
To secure these, the connivance of
city, state, and national officials was
necessary. Again the great measure
of freedom, the lack of wise restriction in the political system permitted
the industrial monopolies to acquire
and exercise monopolistic power in
Politics. In almost every instance,
the machine in American politics has
been manufactured and run in the interest of industrial forces. The Pennsylvania Railroad, through its bought
CZunsel and legislature, has barred
out all competing lines and held the
state powerless in its grasp for forty
years. Senator Platt, president of
the American Express Company, by
his political influence has successfully opposed the popular demand
for the parcel post and robbed the
the people of an entire nation, with
iWpunity, Not without value re-
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ceived did a single insurance company pay the members of the New
York legislature a million and a half
dollars. The widow and the fatherless have paid it back a hundred fold.
We need not journey back to classic
ages to find a republic bartered at the
block. The crucial moment in American history has arrived, not decades
but centuries are the test of a republic; not poverty with its attendant
struggles, but wealth with its spirit
of aggrandizement; not the battle
against foreign foes, nor yet the terrors of a civil war, but the conflict
with commercialism and political corruption intrenched behind the bulwarks of unrestricted combinations of
capital.
What, then, is the judgment that
time renders upon democracy? Is
the principle of freedom now, as in
the past, valid in theory only, not
translatable into practice? Five years
ago we might have feared the answer.
To be sure that period has witnessed
a revelation of corrupt industrial and
political practices appalling in their
nature; but it has also witnessed the
origin of a reform movement which is
the most significant feature of the
century.
This reform is not a confession of
failure, not an attempt to institute
new and untried methods in government policy. It is a fresh interpretation of the fundamental principles
of the republic and their adaptation to
present conditions of centralized
wealth and power.
As the corruption has arisen from
two sources, so the reform movement
is of a two-fold nature, the industrial
revolution and the political purification. Industrial freedom is again
demanded, not freedom for one and
enslavement for others, but freedom

12
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for all alike. So this phase of the
awakening has taken the form of a
demand for the enactment and enforcement of such laws as will give
just and equal rights to all industrial
agents. Every independent public
tribunal has joined in the call to action. In a dozen states, the monopolistic methods of the Standard Oil
Company have been arraigned and
its power checked. A million policyholders and an awakened nation are
demanding that the insurance companies shall again become democratic
in their olganizations. There has
arisen such a storm of public and official condemnation of railroad rebates
and similar evils that even the lethargic senate has been disturbed and reformation must follow.
But these gigantic industrial forces
cannot be finally controlled until the
political system which they have
constructed and under which they
flourish, has been renovated. As a
people we had begun to acquiesce
in machine rule, knowing its corruption but seeing no remedy. But a
series of triumphs for pure politics
has aroused a discouraged people.
This revolution did not start in outlying provinces; it is especially significant that the victories have been won
in the greatest strongholds of wealth
and political power. Especially
hopeless seemed the situation in Philadelphia. Pennsylvania has been
called the graveyard of justice and
free politics for forty years. The
state organization was built by the
Behind
"gang" in Philadelphia.
that "gang" was every large industrial institution of the city and state,
the state treasury, the salaried senators, and the popular political party.
Against these stupendous forces Mayor Weaver dared to rebel. The forces

of civic righteousness rallied to his
support. Like the crusaders of old
they came from every walk of life,
and with the battle cry, "Philadelphia must be saved," they stormed
the bulwarks of corruption and rescued the holy altars of their city from
the ravaging horde of despoilers.
Even more significant was the
triumph of William Travers Jerome
in New York City. As district attorney he had made himself intolerable
to the criminal element. He had
forced a strict obedience to law upon
the gambling houses and kindred institutions, from which came the power of the corrupt political machines.
When these forces kept him from a
renomination, he determined to wage
an independent campaign. In the
face of the vast criminal opposition,
of the regular party machines, dependent for every vote upon the
"scratching" of a party ticket, he
pinned his faith to the inherent
soundness of the democratic principle
and the intelligent conscience of the
American people, and he won. This
declaration of independence from the
dictation of party may mean as much
for the ultimate establishment of
democracy as that historic one signed
in Faneuil Hall.
This is the psychological inomeit
for reform. Despite the incalculable
power of graft and bossism, it is unmistakably true that the value of
civic honor and virtue has suddenly
appreciated. Almost miraculous has
been this cure for political color blindness, and hardly knowing how his
eyes have been opened,the American
man of today is nevertheless repeating the old declaration of faith: "This
one thing I know, that whereas I was
blind, now I see." The most popular citizen in America today, perhaps
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the most influential man in the world,
has won that position through an
undeviating adheience to methods
that are honorable and dealings that
are "square." His strict enforcement
of law, his urgent insistence upon
civil service extension, his sturdy
opposition to graft, early marked him
as an enemy to traffickers in political
favors. Political machines, corrupt
money, and monopolistic power arrayed themseleva against him,but the
spirit of an awakened people had
spoken, and even a great political
party dared not ignore the edict.
These are political revolutions more
startling than those that swept America or France a century and a half ago
Those established by the autocratic
measures of force, the experiment of
republicanism; these, by the democratic methods of peace, have demonstrated the practical nature and the
abiding permanence of that experiment. They have taught beyond
power to forget, that honor is better
than popularity, that principle is
better than platform, and that better
than the bonds of party is the true
love of countly.
We are now facing an old problem
in anew form. The principles of
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democracy have not proved unsound.
We have not come to a defeat, only
to a battle. We have learned that
industrial absolutism may come from
unrestricted competition, and that
such power may extend its sway even
into the political domain. But the
call to arms has been sounded and
we have not been slow to answer.
The story of this new revolution sets
our blood bounding with the same
zeal that led "the embattled farmers"
from Bunker Hill to Yorktown. In
these first days of the twentieth centuly the spirit of '76 is being breathed
upon us again. We too, hate tyranny and love liberty. We too, are
ready to fight for the rights of men.
To reassert the principles of our
liberty, we too are rallying for battle.
From every city and state, from
every town and hamlet, from the
pine clad hills of New England, from
the coral bounds of the Gulf States,
from the sea swept shores of our own
California, rings the victory cry of
a liberty loving people, a mandate,
like unto the immortal challenge of
out fathers: "We do solemnly declare
that we, the citizens of these United
States are, and of right ought to be,
free and independent people."
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The Senior Class
The Senior Class does not boast of
its size nor height but it has reason
to pride itself in its intellectual cleverness, happy good nature, its natural loveliness of character, the freshness of youth and the brightness
of expression. Never has a class gone
forth in which there were fewer
faults. From various reasons, wholly
beyond the class control, one or more
members have dropped out each year
until only two are left to receive the
coveted college degree.
CLARA IMELDA TEBI3ETTS
"And all that's best of dark and
bright
Meet in her aspect and her eyes."
The subject of this sketch claims
Oskaloosa, Iowa, as her native city.
In her infancy she would look across
the way toward Penn college. She
cannot now remember what thoughts
it suggested to her. Her earliest
recollection is not of college walls,
but a great desert of sand stretching
out far as the eye could see as she
came westward to California. Getting
into mischief was the result of a natural curiosity that needed no special
encouragement on the part of her
parents. Her fondness of dol s was
exceeded only by her admiration of
horses and her wish to play the part
of "lady." Her school days were
spent in Pasadena, which was her
home until it was changed to Whittier. After graduation she will spend
a year in some eastern college. After
that it is uncertian whither her am-
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bition will lead her. She is a brunette. Her favorite color is pale
green. Of all summer pastimes she
likes camping out the best.
MABEL SMITH
"The light of love, the purity of
grace,
The mind, the music breathing from
her face."
Mabel Smith was born near Traverse City, Michigan, sometime during the eighth decade of last century.
Her earliest memory is that of being
"flopped" by an old hen whose chickens she attempted to pick up, at the
age of three. Better than anything
else she liked to play in the snow
and go coasting. Now she prefers
mountain climbing to any other pleasure. Her home at Sierra Madre near
the foot of the Wilson Peak Trail has
given her abundant opportunity to
indulge in this propensity. It may
be said of her as of the rest of the
class that the greater part of her life
has been spent in the midst of books.
Her first school was in Vandalia,
Michigan. The High School years
were passed at Wilmington, Ohio.
Her college course has been taken
at Whittier. There was an early
ambition to teach but the careworn
looks of teachers with whom she
has associated have changed her
longing and now she is looking
forward to a musical career. In this
art she has a decided talent. Her
type is blonde and naturally a favorite color is light blue.

M\nr:r. J. S.MITII

CLARA IMELDA TEBBE1TS

The New Endowment
The crisis in the history of Whittier
College is upon us. The question at
issue in the present endowment canvass is whether our college shall continue to struggle on under the burden
of financial etnbarassment or have its
burdens lightened so that it may go
forward to take a large place in the
educational activities of the Pacific
Coast. If we succeed in the present
effort, the permanence of the college
will be assured and men of means will
give to us more readily in the future.
If we fail, it will be a long time before we have another such opportu
nity, and thus handicapped it is a serious question whether we can remain permanently in the strenuous
contest for educational attainments.
The endowment question is an old
story wiih all colleges and it should
not be a matter of surprise or regret
that we have been brought face to
face with the issue. The college
business does not pay its dividends
in dollars and cents, and it always
takes a self-sacrificing constituency to
make up deficits and provide permanent income. Material for heroic
epics could be found in the early history of almost every denominational
school. With liabilities double its
assets the young college struggles
on. Some day a hard headed business man takes his place for the
first time on the Board of Trustees
and immediately sizes up the financial situation. He refuses to vote for
further improvements until the money is in sight to meet the obligations.
Then another man with not so much
business experience but a big stock
of heroic faith, tells the new member
that there is one asset he has not

counted on: the hearts and hands
and private fortunes of the men in
the circle before him and a dozen
more in the shops and on the farms of
the community. It is not long before
the new member gets the fire into his
blood too, and after that he counts
the tuition income for very little
and the sacrificing spirit of a few
heoric men and women for very
much. So the small college lives.
Yet while Whittier College is
treading a well beaten path, probably few other colleges, certainy no
other Friends' colleges, have had
such a high standard of academic
requirements forced upon them so
early in their career. The two large
universities of California have had
enough competition between themselves to raise their requirements to
the limit, and enough monopolistic
privilege in the education of the state
to force their standards upon all competing institutions. The result is
that Whittier College has had to require, from the beginning, a year
more of secondary work than many
colleges require after years of growth
and progress. Before a student roll
has been attained which brings in
any appreciable amount of tuition
money, our college has been compelled to offer four full years of college work in advance of the best secondary schools known to modern education.
This means that a permanent income must be provided to support a
scholarly Faculty. We can get along
with few buildings and meagre equipment, but if we are to have an institution of learning we must have a
Faculty. "Mark Hopkinson one end
15
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of the log and a boy on the other" ditional five acres of campus ground
might make a university, but the
valued at $10,000 offered also by
finest buildings and equipment in the Washington Hadley on condition that
world without a Mark Hopkins or the debt be raised.
someone like him, would never make
This makes $72,000 to be raised
a university. An institution of learn- within the next few months,—a large
ing is made up of two principal ele- amount for people of moderate income
ments, students with capacity and who have already given so largely of
character, and teachers with learning their means. Moreover, the friends
and culture.
of Whittier College have never formed
Running at the minimum of re- the habit of soliciting help outside of
quired efficiency during the past year, California and they will probably
Whittier College has gone about have to bear this burden alone. But
$4000 beyond its income. This may if the writer might be allowed to
be news to some friends of the college prophesy of the outcome, he would
but it is the kind of news that they say that the amount will be raised.
At first it will be slow work and
have come to expect. Just now,however, when the local friends seem to some will predict defeat. The word
have reached the limit of their ability "defeat" will come with an unnatural
to give, help comes to them. Wash- ring to the ears of the "old guard."
ington Hadley, the venerable benefac- The spirit of sacrifice will settle down
tor ot the college throughout its his- upon us again. Men and women
tory, offers to give $20,000, and An- will put their hands to the savings of
drew Carnegie offers to add another the past, and pledge the fruits of the
$20,000 toward an addition of $100,000 future. They will say that next year
to the present endowment. This and the next the ranch and the shop
would raise the permanent endow- will surely bring good returns. So
ment to $150,000. There is also a Whittier College, in this crisis, will
debt of $12,000 to be raised at the not suffer defeat but will go on from
same time if we wish to secure an ad- from victory to victory.
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March 29th—
The Seniors entertained the Juniors
at dinner at the Greenleaf hotel. The
table was beautifully decorated in
marguerites and asparagus plumosis
and the place cards were made in
the design of the same flower.
April 2d—
A jolly crowd of College and High
School students went on a picnic to
Eaton's Canyon, chaperoned by Miss
Reynolds and Dr. Jessup.
April 13th—
The boys of the Y. M. C. A. were
hosts at a reception given for the
V. W. C. A. in honor of the girls who
went as delegates to the conference
at Capitola. Most interesting reports
of the different phases of the confer-

ence were given, after which delicate
refreshments were served in the dining-room.
April 30th—
To show the appreciation felt on
account of the hard and faithful work
done by the boys' basketball team
this year, and to give them a chance
to fill up on good things once more
the V. W. C. A. tendered the V. M.
C. A. and the Faculty, a banquet in
honor of the team.
The tables were tastefully decorated
in red roses and asparagus plumosis,
and over the middle table hung the
basketball wreathed in greenery.
After the banquet was served toasts
and fitting repsonses were given, Miss
Clara Tebbetta acting as toast-mistress.
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Doubtless the public, at least Whittier, has heard of the college accomplishments in basketball, but perhaps
a little review of the year's work
will not be out of place here.
Barring one defeat, caused by a
crippled team,the Whittier basketball
team won every game in the preliminaries of the Men's Amateur basketball league of Southern California,
consisting of ten of the best teams in
the southwest. The one game lost
was that played with the V. M. C.
A. Maroons in which Kramien, the
Whittier center was unable to play
because of a sprained ankle. Two of
the most interesting games were those
played with the V. M. C. A. Meteors
and the Turners. The former team
Whittier beat by two points and the
latter by a score of 36 to 24. This
game was the last of the preliminaries
and Whittier felt justly proud over
her victory, as the Turners had long
been considered invincible.
But the Whittier team has not
played as long as the other crack
teams of the league, and the continual, hard training and long strain
began to tell on the boys. When the
three games of the finals came off,
reverse of fortune had to be
suffered. The most spectacular game
of the season was the final between
the Whittiers and Meteors. It was in-

tensely exciting from start to finish.
Excellent playing on both sides kept
the spectators in feverish expectation,
and when time was called the score
stood 24 to 24. The game was pro.
longed to play off the tie and by a
lucky chance the Meteors annexed a
field goal which gave them -two points
ahead and they were pronounced victors.
But though the team did not win
out, the showing that it made against
those teams which have had years
of athletic training is most creditable and the record that it made for
Whittier college is one which will not
soon be forgotten.
After the stress and strain of basketball, other features of Athletics are
being engaged in with vim and
earnestness. The special features
are track work and baseball. Lack
of time has prevented the arrangement for any outside track meets
but the good work that has been
carried on under Prof. Kramien, the
Physical Director, will surely result
in future good.
Baseball practice is being pushed
with activity and with Perry "the new ,
addition" as pitcher the team is,
working up in fine form for future
match games.
The gymnasium practice has been
a regular feature of this year's ath-
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letics, and has progressed all year been developed in the drills is abunwith very gratifying results. The dent proof of the practicability and
form, the ease and grace that have advantage of the gymnasium work.
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The Iris
Seventeen Iris members
Coming through the door,
Laughing, talking, making
A tremendous roar;
Every Friday afternoon,
What a botheration!
No wonder it gets tiresome,
Our happy association.
Each one takes a cheerful part;
Each one does his best,
But sometimes we feel that
Perhaps we need a rest.
Funny dialect stories,
Sober readings galore,
Doubtful original "poems,"
And stories by the score!
The President calls to order, all
The noisy laughing crowd;
And each one sits as quiet
As with natural dignity endowed.
The Secretary calls the roll,
Then reads the programme long,
And every one draws a sigh of relief
When the civartette finishes its song.
The marshal with a long drawn sigh,
And sheepish grin on his face,
Collects the questions for the question-box,
With his slow and halting pace.
And with a calm, sarcastic smile,
The critic gives his report;
"Poetry sing-song, position ungraceful—"
And other remarks of this sort.

THE SOCIETIES
V. W. C. A.
Our ambitions for the V. W. C. A.
work have been at least partially
realized this year. Seven delegates
were able to attend the Capitola Conference and thus bring us in touch
with the larger state work. Those
who attended were, Mrs. A. C. Johnson. Misses Inez Bennett, Carrie
Sharpless, Edna Andrews, Clara
Marshburn, Carrie Johnson and Alma Swain. The reports encouraged
and uplifted the members of the associaton, inspiring them to nobler
efforts. Among the many helpful
thoughts received were these: "We
crown Crhist anew with thorns, each
day we spend in sin," "Christ came
to show the way home."
The devotional meetings held each
week, are well attended and interesting. A joint meeting was held on
one occasion with the members of the
High School Association and the fellowship was increased between the
two organizations.
New officers for the year 1906-07
have been appointed as follows:
President, Inez Bennett.
Vice-president, Frances Johnson.
Secretary, Gertrude Cox.
Treasurer, Marjorie Little.
V. M. C. A. NOTES
In reviewing the year's work of the
Young Men's Christian Association
we feel that more good has been accomplished than ever before, and we
also believe that the association is
only at the beginning of what may
be done in religious work.
The association is now on a firm
working basis and the ideas and good
points of the associations with whom

we come in contact are put to a practical use in our own association.
The Thursday afternoon devotional
meetings have been well attended and
interest has been maintained by having not only members but also leaders
from outside speak to the society.
We have always enjoyed greatly
the visits from Mr. Hill, the coat
secretary, as he never fails to give us
many new suggestions and to encourage all to greater work. We regret
that Mr. Hill will not be with us
next year.
The members of the delegation to
Pacific Grove all brought back interesting reports and many ideas, which
have been very useful. Arrangements
are now being made to increase our
delegation next year, since the insight one gets of the work of the
V. M. C. A. in different parts of
the world cannot fail to arouse enthusiasm and broaden the interest
of the members beyond the local work.
ATHENAEUM
The work of the Athenaeum Society has been carried on with interest under the direction of the new
officers.
Programs, varied in their nature,
have been rendered. One of these,
an impromptu contest, proved especially entertaining and instructive.
Others have been of a miscellaneous
character, consisting of musical
numbers, book reviews, current
events, etc.
The annual public entertainment at
the close of the year will consist of a
program, "An Illustrated Acropolis."
The main features will be athletic
drills, an oration and stereopticon
views.
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CHAPEL NOTES
Several chapel talks which have which we can all have an abunbeen especially enjoyable were those dance, and that is sunshine. If you
given by President Tebbetts as des- have this sunshine you can't help
criptions of some of the places of in- scattering it. Jeremiah Hubbard.
terest which he and his wife visited
We miss many of the good things
in their recent trip abroad. An inter- in this life because of our tendency
esting account of the great Interna- toward unbelief. Some of the things
tional Peace Conference which they which we are apt to disbelieve:
attended in the beautiful and historic
That God can take the mistakes of
city of Lucerne, Switzerland, was
our
lives and make them stepping
also enjoyed.
stones to higher things.
Prof. Kelsey's talks on the early
That God has a special purpose
history of California of which he has
and
plan for everyone.
made an especial study have been apThat the presence of God is going
preciated by all.
to be with the individual who desires
God wants your heart trained toRev. Perry.
it.
gether with your mind.
There is a great deal of padding
God has to throw away many
today
in other things beside clothing
pieces of pottery in this world be—we
have
to ride in rubber tired bugcause so many will not let him mould
gies,
go
up stairs in elevators, eat
them from the clay.
pre-digested breakfast food, and many
The secret of success in life is to in their reading can stand only the
learn to do for one's self.
padded story page, and never get
Allen Jay.
into the books of culture and beauty.
Prof. Harris.
There is one thing in this world of
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Oratory
Whittier has maintained her usual
amount of interest in oratory this
year. Besides the local Peace Contest
she has taken pait in two other oratorical contests, in both of which she
competed against U. S. C., Occidental and Pomona. The second of these
was held at Simpson's Auditorium,
Los Angeles, May nineteenth. 'Whittier has never before been represented
in a contest of this Association, and it
was only provided that she should
do "well "in the Prohibition Contest last year that the other Southern
California Colleges would admit her
in the Association. She did "well"
at that contest, receiving second
place, so this year she was represented by Esek Perry in the contest of
this older Oratorical Association of
Southern California colleges, and
we are quite convinced that she did
exceedingly "well" again. From
the three judges on thought and com-

position Mr. Perry received two first
places on delivery and one first place
on thought and composition, but the
third judge on delivery differed too
widely in opinion from the others, so
that although Whittier's total percentage was higher, Pomona came
out one ahead in rank and received
second place, while U. S. C. received
first.
The Prohibition Oratorical Contest
was held at Occidental College this
year. B. S. Minchin represented
Whittier at this occasion and we still
thi ill with the pleasure of receiving
first place. This victory entitles Mr.
Minchin to represent Southern California in the contest of the Prohibition Association of the Pacific Coast
Colleges, and as this event has not
yet occurred, only a prophecy can be
made. The prophecy is that Whittier
will be a credit to Southern California.

There! little Freshies; don't cry!
You've just begun, we know;
But the weary long ways,
Of your Prepie days,
Are things of the long ago—
There! little Freshies; don't cry!
There! little Soplis; don't boast!
You're foolishly wise, we know;
But the time we know most,
Is when we least think so—
There! little Sophs; don't boast!
There! little Juniors; don't fear!
You're growing impatient we know;
But the wished for seats
When the chapel meets
Are soon yours on the foremost row—
There! little Juniors; don't fear!
Some impromptu composition of the Seniors. There are a few irregularities
in construction, but we wouldn't change it for anything.
22
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SCETACIP01 UT?
Prof. Albertson to Prof. Harris—
"Well, how's the governor this morning?
"She's all right, I guess. She was
when I left her a few minutes ago."
Mr. Harris in 4th English—"Ray
Adams will you please step to the
library, and get a copy of Browning's
Poems?"
C. C.—"Anything to keep him
awake!"
Walter Tebbetts, wistfully gazing
after the "picnic" as it disappeared
around the hill—"Gee, I wish ray
dad wasn't President!"

have been secretary for severa
years!"
Carrie Sharpless—"I don't like extempore speeches. I like to sleep on
what I am going to say."
Prof. Harris—"Well you will have
two hours in the morning before
yours comes off. You may sleep then
if you like."
Lee, tormenting the opposite sex—
"Let me pinch your nose, and see
if you have any grit."
Tormented—"I have grit enough,
but it isn't in my nose!"

AT THE INTERCOLLEGIATE
CONTEST
Sleepy Student—,'Has Garcia finMable, in logic—"No metals are
ished yet?"
elements."
Chum—"No, he'll have to explode
Pres. Tebbetts, laughing—"That
first."
isn't true, but let it go."
Mable—"But I want something
Occidental died, like a swan, in
true. I'll take, "No men are honmusic.
est!"
Rome fell and Greece decayed
again.
Mrs. Johnson—"No one under sivYou do "have to go back to classic
ty years of age is allowed to belong
to the Elderly People's Society. I yore"—to uin a prize, friend Perry.
23
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LEFT-OVERS FROM THE BASKETBALL BANQUET

emulate George Wash intgon—"This
morning, ma'am."

Each boy on the team played to a
spot of red calico in the gallery—Prof.
Albertson.
"The Girl behind the Boy behind
the Ball."

Carrie S., dolefully—"I just know
I won't get my chicken cooked. I
can't tonight, and it wouldn't have
time to get done tomorrow morning."
Inez—"Soak it over night!"

The thought of his dear Alma Mater put swiftness in one guard's feet,
and truth in his aim. She, who was
not so small but very Little, fired another's heart, and "E-a-r-1-h-a-m !"
sang in the brain of a third, and led
him to victory.—Mrs. Kelsey.

A student at a German University
can leave college, unquestioned, just
as you would leave the theatre— that is--I mean---.church!"--Prof.
Matlock.

Instead of "The Powers that be,"
I think we would better style ourselves "The Was-ers ! "—Prof. Albertson.
Characterizations of the Faculty—
Helen Keech.
"A Real Live Smile"—Prof. Matlock.
"Assistant Matroness. "—Prof. Kelsey.
"Human rtt least"—Miss Keates.
"Miss Tebbets said, as she came
down stairs, 'Your collar's real sweet
Miss Keech.' "
Old Lady Aunt to Prep.—"I hear
you're a good little boy and go to
school?"
Prep.—"Yes ma'am."
"Uhuh! And what grade are you
in?"
Prep., trying to imitate the dignity
of a college Freshman—"The fourth
year of the Preparatory Course of
the college."
Old Lady, cheerfully—"O, yes, I
see, and when did you put on long
pants?"
Prep., who had been educated to

Mr. Perry after the contest, waiting
for a Whittier car in the crush at
the depot—"Well this seems just like
the Feast of the Passover!"
Is there such a person as Will A.
Harris, or is he like his namesake,
Mrs. Harris, of Sairey Gamp's acquaintance?
Adrian Mills, meeting a lady and
her gentleman escort going to "the
party"—"I just took MY sister too!"
Mr. Perry to an unwary person who
announced that she could "smell"
colors. "I found a knife the other
day; it had two broken blades, and
smelled like it had a white handle."

No
Difference
how complicated the error is or what
combination of lenses you may require,
we can lit your eyes if anyone can.
Broken lenses accurately duplicated.

D. S. BINFOF?D
Graduate Optometrist, Opp. Postoflice

Fresh Oysters

Ladies' Tables

The Pacific Cafe
107 South Greenleaf Ave.

F. L. Baldwin, Propr.

E. J. V E STA L
THE

CASH

Sole Agent for CREAM OF
WHEAT FLOUR

GROCER
The "NEVER FAIL" 011
and QAsojj4V Lap

Provisions, Flour & Feed
125 West Philadelphia Street

Home Phone ia

We Solicit
Your Patronage
Whittier
'Steam Laundry
PEOPLE'S MARKET
DOLLEY & COOPER, Proprietors

Fresh, Smoked and Salted Meats
Pure Kettle-Rendered Lard

Prompt Attention to Calls

129 SOUTH GREENLEAF AVENUE
HOME

PHONE

129

W

WOOLLOMES & FAIRCHILD
REAL ESTATE
See or Write
Them About

Homes, Business, Ranches

110 S. Greenleaf Ave.

S

87

Whittier, Cal.

Coppock Bros.
CEMENT CONTRACTORS
All kinds of cement work, such as Walks,
Curbs, Gutters, Foundations, etc. Our Work
is Reliable and Satisfactory, Aiway

Residence 135 South Newlin Ave.

Albert J. Hiatt

Robert C. Hiatt
INSURANCE, LOANS, Etc.

ROBERT C. HIATT & SON
REAL ESTATE
Orange, Lemon and Walnut Groves, Houses For Sale or Rent, La Habra
Lots and Acreage.
107 East Philadelphia St.

Home Phone 15

Whittier, California

Farmers' Hardware and
Supply Co.
Dealers in GENERAL HARDWARE, PIPE AND
FITTINGS
Prices Right and Satisfaction Guaranteed
Phone 30

Old Postoffice Room, 105 N. Greenleaf Ave.

Josh Billings used to say, if you ask for alligator meat at the Hotels, the waiter always
says "WE ARE JUST OUT." WE don't
sell alligator meat, but when it comes to all
ordinary kinds of good things to eat you just
rest assured that the old RELIABLE ENTERPRISE GROCERY is the safest and most
satisfactory place to trade. Don't be afraid
of those good looking clerks. They are either
married or hoping to be, and are always ready
to hand out the best goods for the least money.
IT PAYS TO BUY AT THE ENTERPRISE.
Phone 135

107 S. Greenleaf Ave.

Telephone Your Wants to

Janeway's Just What
You Want Store
Now located at 105 South Greenleaf Avenue.
Home Phone 17

The Hot-Air
Economizer
Company
H. A. Williams, Advance Agent
R. W. Kelsey, Leading Man

HOME-MADE
CANDIES
The product of William A. White, an expert candy maker from London and Paris.
and who is rated the best in this country.
His product combines purity and excellence. See our window for fancy designs,
ICE CREAM AND COLD DRINKS.

THE CRYSTAL
W. F. ESPOLT, Prop.
1174 west Philadelphia Street.

WHITTIER
C O L L E G E
Advantages in Common with Other lnstituions
A University Trained Faculty, Courses in Letters,
Science, Music, Dormitory, Gymnasium, Athletic
Field, Strong Christian Influences.
In the four intercollegiate contests of the past year
it has won three firsts. Its training is not inferior,
then.
Special Advantages
It is a HOME INSTITUTION. That means a saving of two hundred dollars per year for each Whittier student. That means a saving of many thousands of dollars annually to Whittier City.
Then, isn't it worth while to help build up this
strong asset of community growth? You know
young people in Whittier or elsewhere who are
ready for college. Talk about our home institution to them, give us their names and we will look
them up. Let us send information to your friends
in the East. It will help bring them to Whittier.
Address:

Whittier College

W. HADLEY, President
A. HADLEY, Vice-President
GEO. E. LITTLE, Cashier
F. W. HADLEY, Assistant Cashier

THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
Whittier - - - California

STAR BAKERY
The Leading Bakery of Whittier
All Home Baking
Bread, Pies and Cakes
All Orders Promptly Filled

LEO UHRIG, Proprietor
Home Phone 370

302 SOUTH GREENLEAF AVE.

I
I

THE
I
WHITTIER NATIONAL
BANK
Solicits the Patronage of the Faculty,
Students and Friends of Whittier College, Offering Courtesy, Liberality
and Safety in the transaction of their

BANKING BUSINESS
1

I

BERRY'S
. MARKET
This is the Market that Always Keeps Its
Standard of Quality High and Exercises
Care in Keeping its Meat in the Cleanest
and Most Careful Manner. We do not permit the Flesh of Any Animal to enter our
store that has not been Carefully Selected
and Inspected. G. W. BERRY, Proprietor

West Philadelphia Street
Whittier, California

J

